May 22, Sunday
Participants arrival

May 23, Monday
9.30 am – 1.00 pm, Room: Baratto
Welcoming regards
A. Marcomini, Rector’s Delegate for Relations with the Territory, Vice-Rector
M. Bernasconi, Chair Economics Department Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
M. E. Casas Baamonde, ISLSSL President - Complutense University of Madrid
T. Treu, ISLSSL Past President, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
A. Garilli, AIDLASS President, University of Palermo
A. Pizzoferrato, ISLSSL Treasurer, University of Bologna
I. Mirabal Rendón, Fundación University, Academic director of the International Seminar of Comparative Law “Isla de Margarita”

Introduction to the Seminar
A. Perulli, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Environmental Humanities, Labour Law and Economy: an interdisciplinary dialogue
Chair: T. Treu, ISLSSL Past President, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
M. Barbera, University of Brescia
Just Transition and Inequalities
M. Weiss, Goethe University of Frankfurt
The fight against climate change: Implications for labour law
T. Karimova, Human Rights Officer at the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
Integrating environmental sustainability into the world of work: a review of evidence and international labour standards
S. Bassi, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Working with the Environmental Humanities
V. Pietrogiovanni, Lund University
For a Climate Change in Labour Law
E. Cian, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Just transition and just resilience: implications on the economy and on labor markets
2.30 pm – 5.30 pm, Room: 9b/9c/10c San Giobbe
Working groups and discussion

May 24, Tuesday
9.30 am – 1.00 pm, Room: 7a San Giobbe
Labour Market facing with Climate Change: critical issues and perspectives
Chair: M. Weiss, Goethe University of Frankfurt
M. Traore Chazalnoël, Senior Expert in Migration, Environment and Climate Change at the United Nations Migration Agency (IOM)
Policy Responses to Climate Migration – Where Do We Stand?
P. Arelhano, ILO Geneva
Policy and regulatory implications of current debates on labour market and climate change
G. Casale, Director ITCILO Turin
The green transition and new skills in occupations
M. Miñarro Yanini, University Jaume I
The labor instruments of internal flexibility at the service of the just ecological transition in the context of the Next Generation EU
T. Novitz, University of Bristol
Challenges when combining labour and environmental objectives: trade and sustainable development chapters and beyond
E. Buoso, University of Padua
The National Climate change plan (PNACC) and the role of Public Administrations
2.30 pm – 5.30 pm, Room: 9b/9c/10c San Giobbe
Working groups and discussion

May 25, Wednesday
9.30 am – 1.00 pm, Room: Baratto
Climate Change and its implications on labour contract and industrial relations system
Chair: A. Perulli, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
E. Gramano, Bocconi University
Climate change, organisational changes and workers’ professionality
F. Hendrix, KU Leuven University
Climate change and labour law: redefining the collective interest
B. Langille, University of Toronto
Seeking Coherence: Climate, Careers, Capability
S. Robin-Olivier, University Paris 1 Panthéon
Labour law, discrimination and fight against climate change
V. Brino, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Adverse environmental impacts and Due diligence: critical issues and perspectives
F. Guarriello, University of Pescara
Climate change and its consequences: a new challenge for social actors and collective bargaining
2.30 pm – 5.30 pm, Room: 9b/9c/10c San Giobbe
Working groups and discussion

May 26, Thursday
9.30 am – 1.00 pm, Room: 7a San Giobbe
Young Scholars’ Section ISLSSL Papers presentation
Chair: S. Bellomo, Sapienza University of Rome
Afternoon:
Papers presentation and discussion
Conclusions
A. Lyon-Caen, Paris Ouest Nanterre University